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External and intrinsic anchoring in nematic liquid crystals: A Monte Carlo study
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We present a Monte Carlo study of external surface anchoring in nematic cells with partially disordered solid
substrates, as well as of intrinsic anchoring at free nematic interfaces. The simulations are based on the simple
hexagonal lattice model with a spatially anisotropic intermolecular potential. We estimate the corresponding
extrapolation lengthb by imposing an elastic deformation in a hybrid cell-like nematic sample. Our estimates
for b increase with increasing surface disorder and are essentially temperature independent. Experimental
values ofb are approached only when both the coupling of nematic molecules with the substrate and the
anisotropy of nematic-nematic interactions are weak.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In confined nematic liquid crystals with a large surfac
to-volume ratio the aligning effects of the confining surfac
are of great importance in determining the equilibrium dire
tor configuration@1#. There are two major contributions t
these surface aligning effects, the first one originating fr
direct interactions between nematic molecules and the s
substrate~external anchoring!, while the second one is due t
incomplete anisotropic nematic-nematic interactions in
vicinity of the sample surface~intrinsic anchoring!. An un-
derstanding of these confinement related aligning mec
nisms is of great importance not only from the fundamen
point of view, but also, e.g., for the design and construct
of liquid crystal-based optical devices. Within phenomen
logical approaches anchoring effects are usually charac
ized by two parameters: the preferred molecular alignm
direction at the sample surface~the easy axis! and the free
energy coefficientW penalizing any deviation from this di
rection ~the anchoring strength! @2#. Here theW coefficient
depends onS, the nematic order parameter. This depende
seems to be strongly related to the specific properties
given interface: for example, for a system of hard rods c
fined between hard walls one findsW}S @3#, while in ex-
periments measuring anchoring inside polycarbonate m
branes evenW}S4 can be obtained@4#. Given, moreover,
K}S2 @5,6# (K denoting the Frank elastic constant!, with
decreasingS the extrapolation lengthb5K/W @5# may either
increase~as seen experimentally in thermotropics@4#! or de-
crease~as obtained from simulations with hard particles@7#!.
In the bulk, the value ofS is primarily determined by tem
perature, while close to an interface it may also be affec
by incomplete bulk interactions, as well as by~dis!ordering
effects of the~possibly rough! confining substrate. In the
latter caseW is often assumed to be simply proportional
WS0S(0), where W represents the surface coupling co
stant,S0 the surface-imposed value ofS ~determined by sub-
strate roughness!, andS(0) its actual surface value@8#.

While both the anchoring strength and the easy axis
be determined experimentally@9#, it is also possible to de
duce them from simulations based on pairwise intermole
lar interactions. For example, intrinsic anchoring has b
analyzed in a pseudomolecular continuum approach with
1063-651X/2003/68~4!/041709~6!/$20.00 68 0417
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lipsoidal molecules@10#, using a lattice approximation in th
zero-temperature limit@11#, or analyzing different types o
interfaces in Gay-Berne systems@12–14#. Furthermore, sur-
face anchoring strength has also been measured in a sy
of hard ellipsoids in contact with a hard wall@7,15#. The
anchoring strength reported in most analyses shows tha
choring is rather strong and that the corresponding extra
lation length is of the order of a few molecular dimension
while its experimental values are typically above 100 nm@9#.
On the other hand, a recent analysis of external anchorin
also based on a lattice model, but for nonzero temperatur
was presented in Ref.@16#, showing that the extrapolation
length can increase significantly when the nematic-
isotropic ~NI! transition is approached, as also seen exp
mentally @4#. Moreover, a lattice gas approach has be
adapted recently to study nematic interfaces@17#.

Motivated by these developments, in this paper we ext
the analyses performed in Refs.@11,16# to nonzero tempera
tures ~employing Monte Carlo simulations! and repeat the
measurement of the extrapolation length for both exter
and intrinsic anchoring, the former in the presence of rou
solid substrates and the latter for a free nematic interfa
The term ‘‘rough’’ here refers to flat but partially disordere
substrates. We will first briefly recall the features of the l
tice model used in Ref.@11#, then discuss the modification
needed to perform the present analysis, and finally, pre
and discuss the results.

II. SIMULATION MODEL AND ANCHORING
MEASUREMENT

We model a liquid crystalline slab of thicknessd, using a
modification of the well-known Lebwohl-Lasher~LL ! model
@18#. In the LL model elongated nematic molecules are re
resented by freely rotating spinlike particles that are attac
to lattice points of a cubic lattice. Since the pairwise intera
tion energy used in the LL model is spatially isotropic a
thus does not depend on the relative position of the partic
it cannot produce any orienting effects at a free nematic s
face and is therefore not suitable for studies of intrinsic
choring. Therefore, we choose a more general potentia
model the interparticle interaction energy resulting from a
isotropic van der Waals forces. These forces can give ris
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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PRIEZJEVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 041709 ~2003!
the nematic phase@19# even without hard rod repulsion. Fo
two neighboring nematic particlesi and j with orientations
given by unit vectorsui anduj , separated byr i j , we model
the interaction potential as@20#

Ui j 52eFui•uj23nS ui•
r i j

r i j
D S uj•

r i j

r i j
D G2

~1!

with e.0, which for n50 reduces to the standard LL po
tential, while for n51 one has the induced dipole-induce
dipole interaction. The spatial anisotropy parametern en-
ables us to continuously vary the relative importance of
spatially anisotropic (r i j -dependent! contribution to the inter-
action law~1!. Although the range of van der Waals potent
is proportional tor i j

26 , for computational efficiency we con
sider only interactions between nearest neighbors. The
the intrinsic anchoring energyW and the elastic constantK
are underestimated, but we expect the errors in the est
tion of W and of the extrapolation lengthK/W not to exceed
20% and 30%, respectively.

In a nematic slab, boundary conditions are typically fix
by the interaction with solid walls, or, alternatively, throug
orienting effects near free nematic interfaces. In the simu
tion, each of the solid walls is represented by a layer of fix
particlespi (upi u51), either all perfectly aligned or some
what disordered with some residual order. The nematic-w
interaction is modeled via

Ui j
s 52es@pi•uj #

2, ~2!

as promoted, e.g., by short-range steric forces, where, ag
pi anduj are nearest neighbors on the lattice. A dimensi
less anchoring strength parameter can be defined aw
5es /e. In the case of a perfectly aligned surface one h
pi5P, i.e., all particles are aligned along the easy axisP,
while for disordered surfacesP represents the average or
entation ofpi . On the other hand, a free nematic interface
simply modeled through the missing-neighbor effect.

Instead of the cubic lattice used in the LL model,
present simulations we use a simple hexagonal lattice
model the liquid crystal, which is necessary to avoid u
physical bulk easy axes@11# for nÞ0. These axes arise as
direct consequence of using a lattice approximation for m
eling an anisotropic liquid and are present for the spatia
anisotropic potential, Eq~1!, in the cubic lattice. They are
absent, however, in the hexagonal lattice, provided that
spinsui are assumed to be two-dimensional vectors confi
to hexagonal planes. The geometry of our sample is show
Fig. 1. Thez axis is normal to the confining interfaces an
the hexagonal planes are parallel to thexz plane. We stress
that our analysis must be restricted to low values of the
isotropy parametern in order to avoid solidlike periodic di-
rector profile solutions that are stable forn.0.3 @11#.

The strength of any anchoring can be measured by imp
ing an elastic distortion so that the average surface molec
orientation deviates from the easy axis defined by the
choring. The magnitude of this deviation can then be use
estimate the anchoring strength and the corresponding
trapolation length@5#. The elastic distortion in a nematic sla
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can be imposed either by applying a magnetic field wh
orientation must not coincide with the direction of the ea
axis, or by antagonistic anchoring conditions at oppos
surfaces. In the zero-temperature analysis of Ref.@11# the
magnetic field method was used. On the other hand, for n
zero temperatures a strong enough magnetic field can
hance the degree of nematic order and even shift the
phase transition, which can present additional difficulties
interpreting the results. Therefore, we decided not to use
magnetic field approach; instead, we consider a hybrid c
like sample with antagonistic boundary conditions.

Consider then50 case with pure external anchoring firs
The left (z50) interface—where the anchoring will b
measured—is chosen to be a solid wall, either perfectly
dered or somewhat disordered, promoting homeotro
alignment through weak external anchoring (w50.1). At the
same time, the right (z5d) interface is also taken to be
solid wall, yet with perfect planar alignment and strong e
ternal anchoring (w51). For the casenÞ0, we replace the
solid wall atz50 with a free nematic interface, enabling u
to study intrinsic anchoring alone. Note that forn<0.3 the
easy axis of the free interface is homeotropic@11#, thus pro-
viding the same confinement type as with external anchor
As a result, in both cases a combined bend and splay ela
deformation is expected to appear in the sample. The de
mation should be present as long as the sample thickned
exceeds dc5u(K/W)02(K/W)du, where (K/W)0 and
(K/W)d are the extrapolation lengths corresponding to
effective anchoring on the left and the right wall, respe

FIG. 1. Sample geometry, hexagonal lattice and the three s
lattices ~squares, circles, and triangles!: ~a! xz and ~b! xy cross
sections. The tilt anglef5f(z) is measured with respect to thez
axis, the sample normal. Boundary conditions atz50 andz5d are
homeotropic and planar, respectively.
9-2
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EXTERNAL AND INTRINSIC ANCHORING IN NEMATIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 041709 ~2003!
tively, while for d,dc a uniform director structure is ob
served@21#. In a hybrid cell close to NI transition a nonbe
biaxial structure is also possible, consisting of two strata
uniform alignment, separated by a biaxially ordered la
@22#. Recall that unlike in the original LL model in th
present study spinsui are two-dimensional vectors and hen
unable to reproduce biaxiality.

For hybrid boundary conditions in the one-constant
proximation the Frank elastic theory~assuming a constan
degree of nematic order throughout the slab! predicts a per-
fectly linear director tilt angle profilef(z), wheref is mea-
sured, e.g., with respect to the slab normalz. The torque
balance condition at, e.g., the left surface (z50) can be writ-
ten as (df/dz)05 1

2 (W/K)0 sin 2f(0) and enables us to de
duce (K/W)0 from the measured values of (df/dz)0 and
f(0). Note that for smallf(0) ~i.e., strong enough ancho
ing! the above condition simplifies to (df/dz)0
5(W/K)0f(0) and allows us to determine (K/W)0 simply
by extrapolating the profilef(z) graphically across the
sample boundary tof50 corresponding to the homeotrop
easy axis. Note also that if the degree of nematic orde
subject to variations—which is usually the case near sam
boundaries in a layer of thicknessj (j denoting the nematic
correlation length!—the profilef(z) may deviate from the
above predicted linear behavior. In this case the extrapola
of the profile towards the surface must be performed from
enough in the bulk where the order parameter profile is c
stant, that is, fromj,z,d2j. Note also that wheneve
(K/W)0 approachesd ~for weak anchoring or in a thin
sample!, (df/dz)0 and, consequently, (K/W)0 are accompa-
nied by a significant systematic error.

Our Monte Carlo~MC! simulations are now performed a
follows. The size of the simulation box size was set to 43

for a total of 105 984 nematic particles, excluding the bou
ary particlespi in the layers atz50 andz5d. In case of
disordered substrates, particle orientations in the confin
layers are generated following a probability distributi
f (f)}exp(2P cos2f), which gives a homeotropic easy ax
(f50) and aP-dependent degree of orderS0. For example,
P→0 corresponds to a distribution close to isotropic, wh
P→` yields a perfectly aligned substrate. Then, the hexa
nal lattice is divided into three sublattices, as shown in F
1, ensuring that the bonds between neighboring particles
the lattice never connect two particles from the same sub
tice. Considering the simple hexagonal lattice as tripar
enables us to vectorize the simulation algorithm, which p
vides a significant speedup in calculations. Further, in thx
and y directions periodic boundary conditions are assum
We start either from a random configuration in two dime
sions~recall thatui are restricted to lie in hexagonal planes!,
or from an equilibrated configuration at a temperatu
slightly higher than the simulated one, if this is availab
Then we apply the standard Metropolis algorithm@23#. For
our vectorized algorithm to work correctly, in each MC cyc
we first attempt~and accept/reject! trial moves involving par-
ticles in the first sublattice and only then proceed to
second one, and after that to the third one. In generatin
new trial configuration each time only a single particle
involved. We have typically performed 105 MC cycles for
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equilibration, followed by 105 production cycles to accumu
late averages of interest.

We measure the extrapolation length by analyzing the
rector profilef(z). The f(z) dependence is calculated b
accumulating the two independent components of the t
dimensional ordering matrixQab(z)52^ui

aui
b&z2dab ,

wherea andb can be eitherx or z, andui
a represents thea

component of the unit vectorui . The averagê•••&z is per-
formed both over all particles in the layer centered atz and
over the production MC cycles. Then, the averaged orde
matrix is diagonalized and the positive eigenvalue is ide
fied as the two-dimensional scalar order parameters(z). Ac-
cordingly, the corresponding eigenvector is the director. N
that in Ref. @16# the extrapolation length in the LL mode
with three-dimensional spins was studied, using a differ
method to obtain the director profile. Rather than comput
the ordering matrix, the polar angle averaged over all p
ticles in a layer and over production MC cycles was co
puted; i.e., no information was kept about the azimuthal o
entation of the particles. This method overestimates
actual average director tilt angle for small values of th
angle. The strong temperature dependence of the extrap
tion length found in Ref.@16# is most likely an artifact of the
incorrect method used in that paper.

III. EXTERNAL ANCHORING

We analyze the spatially isotropic intermolecular intera
tion first by settingn50 in Eq. ~1!. Such a model is now
similar to the standard LL model, yet it is characterized b
different coordination number~eight in the former model, six
in the latter! and the dimensionality of nematic spins~two in
the former model, three in the latter!. These distinctions lead
to a different balance between the decrease of internal en
and loss of orientational entropy upon going from the isot
pic to the nematic phase, and thus shift the NI transition t
temperature higher than that in the LL model. Monitorin
temperature scans of internal energy, specific heat, and
order parameters ~lowercases will be used throughout the
text for the two-dimensional order parameter!, for n50 we
estimate the dimensionless transition temperature in a3

bulk sample~with full periodic boundary conditions! to be
TNI* 5kBTNI /e'1.5260.01. Here a dimensionless temper
ture scale,T* 5kBT/e, has been introduced.

Consider the director and order parameter profiles@f(z)
ands(z), respectively# in a hybrid nematic cell where both
substrates are smooth and hence impose perfect nemat
der with s051. Recall that forn50 one is dealing exclu-
sively with external anchoring. Figure 2~a! showsf(z) pro-
files for different temperatures. One can readily observe
far enough from the NI transition the profiles approach
linear function~predicted also from Frank elastic theory@5#!,
with minor changes in slopeudf/dzu only close to substrate
where the degree of order can vary. In particular, where
s(z) exceeds its bulk valuesb , the nematic becomes mor
difficult to deform, which results in a reduction in slope~and
vice versa!. Moreover, note that far enough from the NI tra
sition @in our simulations for values of reduced temperatu
t5(TNI* 2T* )/TNI* *0.07] thef(z) profiles are essentially
9-3
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PRIEZJEVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 041709 ~2003!
insensitive to changing temperature. Givenw50.1, as cho-
sen above for the homeotropically anchored smooth left w
the extrapolation length is estimated asb511.6a(167%),
wherea is the lattice spacing. Significant deviations from t
linear f(z) profile can be observed only close toTNI* @for
t&0.02], when the nematic far enough from the walls me
and thereby avoids elastic distortion—see Fig. 2~b!. Then
molecular alignment becomes homeotropic in the vicinity
the left surface, followed by a region of~nearly! isotropic
liquid in the slab center, and by a region of planar alignm
close to the right surface. Note that one can avoid this n
atic ‘‘meltdown’’ by reducing the deformation strength, e.g
by setting 0,f(d)!p/2 or by reducingw at thez5d wall.
In this caseb is observed to be essentiallyT* independent
even up tot'0.02. Note, however, that thereby the imm
diate vicinity of the NI transition actually has not bee
probed: for a realistic liquid crystal withTNI'300 K, t
'0.02 corresponds to temperatures as much as 6 K below
the transition. Alternatively, the deformation strength can
reduced also by significantly increasing the system size.
ther, in Fig. 2~b! one can always observe an increase os
when approaching the substrate atz5d promoting planar
alignment. Similarly,s decreases close to thez50 substrate
because of a weaker nematic-substrate coupling (w50.1 as
opposed tow51 for thez5d substrate!.

Turn now to cases with a rough homeotropic substra

FIG. 2. Hybrid cell with smooth substrates andn50 ~external
anchoring atz50): director~a! and order parameter~b! profiles for
T* 51.50, 1.42, 1.34, and 1.26~diamonds, squares, triangles, an
circles, respectively!; the bulk NI transition temperature approach
TNI* '1.52.
04170
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simulated by generating an ensemble of fixed particlespi at
z50 with s0,1. Qualitatively, the behavior off(z) and
s(z) does not change, including the insensitivity ofb to
variations ofT* in the temperature range presently acc
sible. However, as shown in Fig. 3 forT* 51.26, a smaller
s0 reflects in a reduced anchoring strength atz50 and hence
in a reduced slopeudf/dzu, which, in turn, results in a large
b: for s0'0.78 we findb514.9a(167%), for s0'0.41, b
531a(167%), and fors0'0.15, b550a(1648%) ~for a
summary see Table I!. Note that in the latter caseb already
approaches the sample thicknessd and is already close to
violating the stability conditiond*b for the deformed direc-
tor structure @21#. Moreover, assumingK}sb

2 and W
}s0s(0), the extrapolation length should scale asb
}sb

2/s(0)s0. The full quantitative agreement, however, tur
out to be rather poor~even within error bars!.

Note that in the vicinity of fairly disordered substrates t
nematic becomes elastically softer than in the bulk, wh
increases the local slope of the director profilef(z) in com-
parison with the bulk. As the NI transition is approached,
thickness of this disordered layer (;j) starts to grow,
thereby indirectly affecting the bulk slope off(z), which, in
principle, could result in a more pronounced temperature
pendence forb that is extrapolated from the bulk. Note, how
ever, that a significantly thicker sample than the present
is required to actually observe this scenario.

FIG. 3. Hybrid cell with a rough homeotropic substrate atz
50: director ~a! and order parameter~b! profiles for n50, T*
51.26, and different degrees of substrate roughnesss0. Diamonds,
squares, triangles, and circles correspond tos051, s0'0.78, s0

'0.41, ands0'0.15, respectively.
9-4
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EXTERNAL AND INTRINSIC ANCHORING IN NEMATIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 041709 ~2003!
We also studied the influence of the hexagonal latt
structure and the confinement ofui to the xz plane on our
results, by analyzing external anchoring in the original
model where the spinsui are three-dimensional vectors. Bo
the LL and hexagonal lattice models yield the same qua
tive behavior: a nearly temperature-independentb which in-
creases in value as the surface roughness is increased.

FIG. 4. Nematic slab with a single free interface atz50 and
n50.05 ~homeotropic intrinsic anchoring!. Same profiles as in Fig
2, yet for rescaled values ofT* : T* 51.335, 1.265, 1.195, and
1.125 ~diamonds, squares, triangles, and circles, respectively!. TNI*
'1.36.

TABLE I. Extrapolation lengthsb measured in units of lattice
spacinga: substrate roughness dependence for external ancho
(n50) and values for intrinsic anchoring (nÞ0), together with the
corresponding dimensionless bulk NI phase transition temperat
TNI* . The values are given forT* &1.42 (n50), T* &1.265 (n
50.05), andT* &1.13 (n50.1), i.e., fort*0.07, whereb is es-
sentially temperature independent.

n TNI* Anchoring s0 b(a)

0 1.5260.01 External 1.0 11.6 (167%)
0.78 14.9 (167%)
0.41 31 (167%)
0.15 50 (1648%)

0.05 1.3660.01 Intrinsic 16.3 (1613%)
0.1 1.2160.01 Intrinsic 4.6 (1610%)
04170
e

-

IV. INTRINSIC ANCHORING

SettingnÞ0, intrinsic anchoring appears at the interfac
in addition to the external contribution present already
n50. Note that changingn affects not only anchoring, bu
also changes the elastic softness of the nematic@24#: for n
not too large (n&0.78), the Frank elastic constant decrea
with increasingn. Consequently, upon increasingn, the NI
transition temperature is found to decrease~see Table I!.
Therefore, when comparingb for different values ofn, it is
appropriate to rescale the temperatureT* and compare mea
surements with comparable values of the reduced temp
ture t ~resulting in similar values ofsb).

To facilitate the analysis, we decided to remove the w
at z50 allowing us to deal with intrinsic anchoring alon
When n&0.3 ~but nonzero! the intrinsic easy axis remain
homeotropic@11#, and the hybrid cell-like geometry studie
in the preceding section is maintained. As in the case of p
external anchoring, we find that the intrinsic extrapolati
lengthb shows no temperature dependence~within estimated
error; see Fig. 4!. However,b does depend on the anisotrop
of the nematic-nematic interparticle potential: forn50.05
and n50.1 one findsb516.3a(1613%) and b54.6a(1

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for different values of the bu
interaction anisotropy:n50, n50.05, and n50.1 ~diamonds,
squares, and triangles, respectively!. The corresponding tempera
tures areT* 51.34, T* 51.195, andT* 51.065, respectively, en-
suring that the bulk value of the order parameter and the redu
temperature be the same in all cases (t'0.12). There is no intrinsic
anchoring forn50, while for nÞ0 an increase ofn results in a
decrease of the extrapolation length.
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PRIEZJEVet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 041709 ~2003!
610%), respectively~see Table I and Fig. 5!. This trend can
be attributed to an increase of the anchoring energyW, as
well as to a simultaneous decrease of the elastic constaK
upon increasingn. Note that in the analysis of Ref.@11# b
58a(1613%) was found forn50.1 at zero temperature
The disagreement with the current largely temperatu
independent estimate can be attributed to considering
nearest neighbors in the present analysis, which—as alre
stated—results in an underestimation ofb.

Note, moreover, that forn.0.1 extrapolation lengths ar
in the microscopic range~of the order of a few—up to
5—lattice spacingsa). On the other hand, experimental va
ues of the extrapolation length are typically of the order
100 nm or greater@9#. We can obtain quantitative agreeme
between our results and experiments by a significant
crease of then parameter, as also suggested in Ref.@11#. A
small value ofn in Eq. ~1! promotes parallel alignment, as
favored, e.g., by steric repulsions in a system of hard rod
decrease inn might therefore be regarded as an effect
inclusion of steric repulsions which are absent in our latt
model.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the anchoring of a nem
liquid crystal to a solid substrate and to a free interface, us
numerical simulations of a simple hexagonal lattice mode
two-dimensional spins interacting through a spatially ani
tropic potential. We focused on the roles of substrate rou
ness and of the spatial anisotropy of the interparticle po
tial. An elastic deformation was imposed on the simulat
cell, allowing us to extract the surface extrapolation lengtb
from the director profile. Setting the anisotropy of the pote
tial to zero allowed us to probe the strength of the exter
anchoring~the anchoring arising from the direct interactio
-
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e
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of the nematic with the surface!. For temperatures not too
close to the nematic-isotropic transition the extrapolat
length was found to be largely temperature independent,
to grow with increasing surface roughness~as characterized
by the distribution of the local preferred axis on the surfac!.
This increase is physically reasonable, reflecting the decre
in the overall anchoring of the nematic as the surface
comes more disordered. Qualitatively similar behavior w
found when we simulated the original Lebwohl-Lash
model where the spins are three dimensional.

With the full anisotropic interaction potential present, i
trinsic anchoring arises due to the incomplete spin-spin
teractions at the sample surface. For a free nematic inter
~and external anchoring absent!, we extracted the intrinsic
surface extrapolation length. Like the extrapolation length
the presence of only external anchoring, this length is te
perature independent. We found that the strength of the
trinsic anchoring grows together with the elastic softness
the nematic as the interaction potential anisotropy is
creased, leading to smaller values of the extrapolation len
Thus, obtaining agreement with the experimentally measu
values ofb, on the order of 100 nm, requires a relative
small value of the interaction anisotropy parametern ap-
proaching 1022.
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